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A superb 10-sheet geological map of the Duchy of TyrolA superb 10-sheet geological map of the Duchy of Tyrol

STOTTER, Michael.STOTTER, Michael.
Geognostische Karte Tirols aufgenommen und herausgegeben auf Kosten des geognost:Geognostische Karte Tirols aufgenommen und herausgegeben auf Kosten des geognost:
montanist: Vereins von Tirol u: Voralberg.montanist: Vereins von Tirol u: Voralberg.

Munich: Sebastian Minsinger, 1849-51. 10 sheets, dissected and laid on linen in four sections, asMunich: Sebastian Minsinger, 1849-51. 10 sheets, dissected and laid on linen in four sections, as
issued, total if joined c.2180 x 2320 (at most) plus three sheets of mountain profiles, 580 xissued, total if joined c.2180 x 2320 (at most) plus three sheets of mountain profiles, 580 x
920mm, all sheets in fine original hand colour, folded into the original box with title label and920mm, all sheets in fine original hand colour, folded into the original box with title label and
index map.index map.

£2,350£2,350

A vast map of the Duchy of Tyrol on a scale of 1:112,500, coloured to differentiate between 32A vast map of the Duchy of Tyrol on a scale of 1:112,500, coloured to differentiate between 32
geological types. In 1836 the 'Geognostisch-Montanistischen Verein von Tirol und Vorarlberg'geological types. In 1836 the 'Geognostisch-Montanistischen Verein von Tirol und Vorarlberg'
was founded in Innsbruck, the third geological society to be founded, with the purpose of creatingwas founded in Innsbruck, the third geological society to be founded, with the purpose of creating
a geological map of the duchy. Their surveys started in 1837, under the supervision of Dr.a geological map of the duchy. Their surveys started in 1837, under the supervision of Dr.
Michael Stotter of the Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum, and continued until 1846, when theMichael Stotter of the Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum, and continued until 1846, when the
surveys were compiled into a single map. The map was then sent to Munich to be lithographed.surveys were compiled into a single map. The map was then sent to Munich to be lithographed.
Although the map is dated 1849, the date on the box title is 1851. Such was its impact that aAlthough the map is dated 1849, the date on the box title is 1851. Such was its impact that a
geological map of the entire Habsburg Empire was soon commissioned.geological map of the entire Habsburg Empire was soon commissioned.
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